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ABSTRACT Advancements in battery management systems (BMS) involve using digital twins to optimize
battery performance in electric vehicles. The state of charge and health estimations are essential for battery
efficiency and longevity. Digital twins allow for precise predictions of the state of charge and state of
health by simulating battery behavior under different conditions. Using artificial intelligence (AI) in digital
twins improves predictive capabilities, as demonstrated through studies employing deep neural networks
(DNN) and long short-term memory networks (LSTM). However, incorporating AI presents challenges due
to the opaque nature of the models, necessitating the need for explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) and
trustworthy digital twin models. This study pioneered XAI methods such as SHapley Additive exPlanations,
Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations, and linear regression-based surrogate models to explain
the predictions of DNNs and LSTMs in digital twin-supported BMSs. The results reveal that the DNN and
LSTM digital twin models are more reliable for state-of-health and state-of-charge estimation due to higher
R2 scores, lower mean residuals, and better XAI results.

INDEX TERMS Battery management systems, digital twins, artificial intelligence, XAI, explainable
artificial intelligence, machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
The energy storage and management landscape is evolving
considerably, with battery management systems (BMS) at the
forefront of this change [1], [2]. These systems are crucial
in managing batteries’ electrical and thermal performance
and essential for applications in electric vehicles, renewable
energy storage, and portable electronic devices [3]. The
primary function of a BMS is to guarantee the secure and
efficient operation of the battery pack, including monitoring
its state of charge (SoC) and state of health (SoH), both of
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which are critical parameters that determine the efficiency
and lifespan of the battery [4]. As the complexity and
demands of these systems increase, the need for more
advanced management tools becomes apparent.

Digital twins (DTs) have emerged as a powerful tool in
various fields, and their applications in BMS are particularly
noteworthy [5], [6]. A DT is a virtual representation of a
physical entity that accurately reflects its characteristics and
performance. In the context of BMS, a DT can simulate and
analyze the behavior of a battery under different conditions
and usage patterns, enabling more precise predictions of
its SoC and SoH [7]. The enhanced predictive capability
of DTs is not only a technical improvement but also
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essential for optimizing the operational efficiency of batter-
ies, extending their lifespan, and ensuring safety, especially
in high-stakes applications such as electric vehicles and grid
storage systems [8], [9]. Recent studies have demonstrated
the effectiveness of data-driven DTs in BMS, employing
advanced artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning
(ML) models. In Fonso et al [10], neural networks were
explored for developing a battery DT for SoC and SoH
estimation. Similarly, Schmitt et al. [11] employed recurrent
autoencoder battery DTs for SoH estimation. These studies
highlight the role of AI in developing optimal DTs for BMS.

However, the integration of AI and ML in DT for
BMS, while enhancing predictive accuracy, introduces the
challenge of the black-box nature of these models. The need
for explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) becomes crucial
to address this issue [12]. XAI aims to make the outcomes
of AI/ML models transparent and understandable to human
users in BMS. XAI can explain how and why specific
predictions about SoC and SoH are made, enabling operators
to trust and effectively manage these complex systems [13].
Explainability is not just a matter of user convenience but a
critical requirement for diagnosing system issues, complying
with safety regulations, and facilitating continuous system
improvement based on actionable insights [14]. Therefore,
integrating XAI techniques into BMS DTs represents a
significant step forward in combining the predictive power
of AI/MLmodels with the clarity and transparency necessary
for real-world applications.

Limited research has been conducted on applying XAI
in BMS. One study examined XAI approaches for learning
Li-Ion batteries [13], focusing on the battery rather than
state estimation. Another study developed XAI models
for SoH estimation in Li-ion batteries using deep neural
networks (DNNs), marking a significant milestone in this
research domain [12]. Furthermore, there has been work
on explainable SoC estimation for Li-ion battery systems
using 1D convolutional neural networks (CNN) [15]. Another
study employed a hybrid CNN and recurrent unit models for
SoC estimation while exploring its explainability [16]. All
these studies demonstrate the need for explainable models
for state estimation in BMS. However, XAI methods have
yet to be explored for DT development for BMS. Moreover,
these studies only focus on single-state estimation; however,
a realistic DT should be able to predict as many battery states
as possible [17].

This paper seeks to enhance the current understand-
ing of XAI by specifically examining the effectiveness
of Shapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP), Local Inter-
pretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME), and linear
regression-based surrogate models in clarifying the pre-
dictions of AI models, particularly DNNs and long-short-
term memory (LSTM) networks utilized for SoH and
SoC estimation in DTs supporting BMS—most studies
implementing data-driven DTs for BMS utilized models
based on DNNs or LSTM. To the best of our knowledge,
this constitutes the first investigation into applying these

diverse XAI methodologies in the context of state estimation
for DT-supported BMS. The study aims to bridge this gap
in the literature, providing valuable insights for improving
the efficiency and reliability of energy storage systems.
The findings possess the potential to significantly contribute
to sustainable development and technological advancement
in an increasingly energy-conscious global environment.
The proposed approach emphasizes the significance of
transparency and interpretability in AI-driven systems, par-
ticularly in critical applications such as energy storage and
management.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
A. SOC AND SOH ESTIMATION METHODS
The SoC and SoH are essential factors in managing battery
systems, as they significantly impact the efficiency, safety,
and longevity of batteries used in diverse applications.
This subsection offers a comprehensive background on the
methodologies employed in determining these estimations.

1) SOC ESTIMATION
SoC is a critical indicator in battery management, represent-
ing the remaining energy in a battery as a percentage of its
maximum capacity [30]. It serves as a fuel gauge, directly
measuring the available power. Precise SoC estimation is
essential for optimal battery usage and health, impacting
charging strategies, utilization, and longevity. Neural net-
works and the various variants model the complex, non-linear
relationships of battery behavior [18]. Several types of neural
networks have been applied for SoC estimation, including
DNNs [1], LSTMs [19], and CNNs [21], amongst others.
They learn from historical data to predict SoC with improved
accuracy, addressing the drawbacks of conventional meth-
ods [30]. In [18] and [20], LSTM was employed and proved
robust for SoC estimation. Another study in [22] explored
support vector regression (SVR) for the same task of SoC
estimation. There has been a growing interest in combining
various methods for improved accuracy in recent years. For
instance, hybrid models incorporating machine learning with
electrochemical modeling are being explored to leverage the
strengths of both data-driven and physics-based approaches.
Another trend is using big data and cloud computing to
enhance SoC estimation. With the advent of the Internet
of Things (IoT), real-time battery data can be processed
in the cloud, allowing for more sophisticated analysis and
prediction models.

2) SOH ESTIMATION
The SoH is a vital metric for evaluating the overall condition
of a battery, providing information on its capacity and power
capabilities relative to its original state [1]. This metric
is crucial for making informed decisions regarding battery
maintenance, replacement, and management, particularly
when reliability and longevity are paramount. Accurate
SoH estimation is critical for forecasting the battery’s life
expectancy. It is essential for optimizing its use in various
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TABLE 1. Summary of AI Models employed for SoC estimation, SoH estimation, and battery digital twins.

applications, including electric vehicles and large-scale
energy storage systems [3]. In recent years, there has been
a growing trend towards utilizing data-driven approaches to
enhance the accuracy of SoH estimation in batteries. One
such approach that has gained prominence is a pipeline,
which employs a combination of feature engineering, feature
selection, and data augmentation, utilizing methods such as
random forest (RF), DNN ensemble, Bayesian ridge regres-
sion, and Gaussian process regression [23]. This approach is
particularly noteworthy for its ability to quantify uncertainty
in SoH estimation, making it a valuable tool in battery health
monitoring. Another notable method is a support vector
machine (SVM)-based approach designed explicitly for
lithium-ion batteries in electric vehicles, providing reliable
SoH estimations in dynamic operating environments [24],
[25], [26]. LSTMs, feedforward neural networks (FNN),
Radial basis functions (RBF), and hamming networks were
also employed in [26]. In [31], artificial neural networks were
utilized to determine the capacity fade estimates in Li-ion
batteries. Additionally, ensemble learning techniques and RF
regression have proven to be effective in achieving real-time
and robust SoH estimation, highlighting the potential of these
ML models in this field [27].
Overall, these advancements represent a significant step

forward in battery health monitoring. They leverage the
power of data analytics and machine learning to provide
deeper, more accurate insights into battery health.

B. DIGITAL TWINS IN BMS
The utilization of DTs for BMS has been the subject
of numerous studies, many of which incorporate cloud
platforms and AI or ML algorithms. However, there is also
a significant focus on ML-exclusive approaches [32]. These
studies typically involve ML algorithms learning to model
battery behavior based on historical data, highlighting the
versatility and efficacy of ML in battery management.

For instance, one study employed an LSTM model to
understand the relationship between battery voltage and SoC,
showing promise for ML-based DT in dynamic operating
environments [28]. Another research project developed a
Linear Regression (LR) model to map the relationship
between various states of the battery and its voltage,
demonstrating the utility of ML in creating accurate and
reliable battery DTs [29].
Further, a novel approach combined LSTM with an

Extended Kalman Filter in a hybrid model, enhancing the
capability to accurately relate battery parameters to their

state [19]. Additionally, a study utilized an Extreme Gradient
Boost (XGBoost) model, a powerful ML technique, for
developing a DT model. This model shows the potential of
ML in providing sophisticated predictions of battery states
based on both historical and real-time data [17]. These
examples highlight the growing trend of leveraging ML
for battery DTs, emphasizing its role in advancing state
prediction and the overall management of battery systems.
However, these studies have yet to consider the ML models’
trustworthiness in developing their DTs. Table 1 summarizes
the surveyed AI models employed for SoC estimation, SoH
estimation, and battery DTs. This summary shows two
models that have been prevalent across the three applications:
SoC, SoH estimation, and data-driven DTs for BMS. These
models include the LSTM and DNN models. This motivated
the use of these models in the experiments conducted in this
study.

C. OVERVIEW OF EXPLAINABLE AI (XAI)
XAI has become a significant area of study within AI and
ML in response to the growing demand for transparency
and comprehensibility in AI systems. The rise of XAI is
directly tied to the increasing use of AI in critical domains
such as healthcare, finance, and autonomous systems. In these
fields, it is essential to understand the reasoning behind
AI decisions and the decisions themselves [33]. The early
stages of AI were characterized by rule-based systems that
were inherently interpretable. However, the shift towards
more sophisticated models, particularly DNNs, for improved
accuracy resulted in the emergence of the ‘‘black-box’’
phenomenon, where the reasoning behind AI decisions is not
easily discernible [34].

Comprehending the intricacies of XAI necessitates distin-
guishing between interpretability and explainability. Accord-
ing to [35], interpretability refers to the capacity to infer
cause and effect, while explainability pertains to providing
justifications for decisions. Although distinct, both concepts
are essential to the essence of XAI, addressing different
aspects of AI transparency. A plethora of methods have been
developed to promote explainability in AI systems. Model-
agnostic techniques, such as LIME [34] and SHAP [36], offer
insights into AI behavior, irrespective of model architecture.
On the other hand, model-specific methods are tailored for
particular model types, like neural networks, and include
tools such as attention mechanisms.

The field of XAI also encompasses local and global
dimensions of explainability. Local explainability focuses
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on explaining individual predictions [34], providing detailed
insights into specific cases. On the other hand, global
explainability seeks to understand a model’s overall behavior
and decision patterns [33], offering a broader perspective
on AI functionality. The choice between local and global
approaches depends upon stakeholders’ specific needs and
the context of the AI application. In practical applications,
XAI has proven to be a vital component across diverse
sectors. For instance, XAI is instrumental in explaining
predictive models utilized in patient diagnosis, enhancing
confidence amongmedical professionals [37]. In the financial
sector, XAI ensures transparency and regulatory compliance
in activities like credit scoring and fraud detection [38].
Additionally, in the burgeoning field of autonomous vehicles,
XAI is essential for interpreting the decisions made by AI
systems, a key factor for ensuring safety and adherence to
regulatory standards [39].

D. XAI IN BMS AND DT
The integration of XAI within BMS has yet to gain
significant attention but is a crucial element for enhancing
the dependability and performance of battery operations.
Incorporating XAI in BMS aims to increase the clarity and
comprehensibility of intricate AI and ML models for tasks
including SoC and SoH estimation. Here are some reasons
why XAI is needed in BMSs [13].
1) Enhancing trust and interpretability: A key objective

of XAI within BMS is to improve the interpretability
and reliability of AI models for users, engineers, and
stakeholders [12]. This is especially important when
comprehending the rationale behind a model’s projec-
tions, which is just as vital as those in safety-critical
applications in electric vehicles or large-scale energy
storage systems.

2) Enhancing decision-making: Expanding on the previous
point, by elucidating the decision-making processes of
AI models, XAI enables operators to comprehend the
weighting of various inputs, such as battery temperature,
voltage, and usage history, in predicting SoC or
SoH [15]. This understanding empowers operators to
make better-informed decisions regarding battery usage,
maintenance, and management.

3) Facilitating compliance and debugging: In industries
where regulatory compliance is essential, XAI ensures
that AI-based predictions adhere to industry stan-
dards [16]. It also assists in debugging and enhancing
AI models by pinpointing and rectifying biases or
inaccuracies in their predictions.

4) Integration with digital twins: XAI can be integrated
with DTs in BMS, enhancing the transparency and
justifiability of DT simulations and predictions. This
integration is vital for real-time monitoring and pre-
dictive maintenance, as understanding the basis of
predictions leads to more effective interventions and
optimizations. According to [40], one core compo-
nent of DTs is the update module, which requires

sophisticated and explainable AI models to update the
DT with the most accurate predictions consistently.
Another study explored XAI for DTs, showing the
viability and need of XAI for developing DTs and cyber-
physical systems [41].

In conclusion, XAI is an indispensable tool in BMS,
providing clarity and confidence in AI-driven predictions and
analyses.

III. METHODOLOGY
This section discusses the methodology employed in the
study. Fig. 1 illustrates the framework of the proposed
XAI-based battery DT.

A. METHODOLOGIES USED FOR STATE ESTIMATION
1) DATASET DESCRIPTION
In this study, we employed the NASA battery dataset [42].
This dataset is particularly well-suited for developing
predictive models for battery SoC and SoH, which are
crucial components in creating DTs for BMSs. The dataset
was sourced from the Prognostics Center of Excellence at
NASA Ames Research Center, and it comprises a range of
experimental datasets, each representing a distinct battery
subjected to various charge, discharge, and impedance cycles.
The dataset includes vital measurements from lithium-
ion batteries, such as voltage, current, temperature, and
charge/discharge cycles. These are essential for analyzing
and predicting battery behavior concerning SoC and SoH.
We selected all batteries from the dataset to train the
predictive models. The use of all the batteries was motivated
by the need for a DT model that provides predictive analytics
on new battery systems under various conditions. This
approach helped validate the robustness and accuracy of
the proposed DT models in real-world scenarios. Fig. 2
represents the variations in the temperature, current, and
voltage data of all four batteries in the dataset using violin
plots. These variations are crucial to ensuring a robust DT
model.

2) DATA PRE-PROCESSING
In this study, we implemented a series of data preprocessing
and feature engineering measures to guarantee the reliability
of the data obtained from the NASA battery dataset [42].
Initially, we conducted an extensive cleaning process, where
any missing or irrelevant data points were identified and
handled to ensure the consistency and dependability of the
dataset. As battery performance characteristics are time-
sensitive, it was essential to align data points with their
corresponding time stamps. This alignment facilitated the
examination of temporal patterns and trends in battery
behavior. Since the data did not include SoH and SoC
estimates, we conducted feature engineering to derive these
estimates. Given that Vmax is theMaximum voltage measured
for the battery, Vmin is the Minimum voltage measured for the
battery, and V represents the Current-voltage measurement of
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FIGURE 1. An illustration of the explainable battery digital twins framework.

FIGURE 2. Violin plots visualizing the temperature, current, and voltage of
all batteries in the NASA dataset.

the battery, The formula for the estimated SoC is:

SoC =

(
V − Vmin

Vmax − Vmin

)
× 100. (1)

Similarly, given that C is the Current capacity measure-
ment of the battery, and Ci is the Initial capacity observed for
the battery, the Capacity Fade, Cf is calculated as:

Cf = Ci−C . (2)

Then, the formula for the estimated SoH is:

SoH =

(
C
Ci

)
× 100. (3)

Other features generated include:
i. Discharge time: The maximum time value within each

charging cycle.
ii. Average discharge current: The mean of the current

measured during each discharge cycle.
iii. Resistance increase: The ratio of capacity fade to the

maximum capacity.
iv. Temperature variations: The standard deviation of the

temperature measurements for each battery.
We conducted a correlation analysis to identify and select
features that demonstrated the strongest correlation with
the SoC and SoH. This analysis helped in reducing the
feature space, thereby enhancing the efficiency of the models.
These features were used to develop the ML models before
conducting XAI. The entire system design is illustrated in
Fig. 3.

B. MODELS
Two models that seemed prevalent in the development of
model-based DT from the literature review were selected
for use in developing the ML-based DTs for SoC and SoH
estimation. These models include (1) DNN and (2) LSTM.

1) DEEP NEURAL NETWORK
Our study employed a DNN model designed using the
Keras Sequential API to estimate SoC and SoH. The
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FIGURE 3. Overall design of the study for XAI and digital twin-based state estimation of electric vehicles.

model’s architecture consists of three layers: the first two are
dense layers with 64 neurons each, employing the rectified
linear unit (ReLU) activation functions to capture non-linear
relationships in the data. The final layer is a single-neuron
output layer tailored for regression tasks, indicative of its
application in continuous variable prediction such as SoC and
SoH estimations.

2) LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY NETWORK
In this study, we developed an LSTM model for the
estimation of SoC and SoH in BMSs. The model architecture,
constructed using the Keras Sequential API, comprises the
following layers:
i. LSTM Layer: The first layer is an LSTM layer with

64 units, which is particularly efficient in processing
time-series data, capturing temporal dependencies and
patterns crucial for understanding battery behavior. The
activation function for this layer is ReLU, and it is
designed to process input data with a specified number
of time steps and a single feature per time step.

ii. Dense Layer: Following the LSTM layer, there is a
dense layer with 64 neurons, also utilizing the ReLU
activation function. This layer serves to further process
and interpret the features extracted by the LSTM layer.

iii. Output Layer: The final layer in the model is a
single-neuron dense layer. This structure is typical for
regression models, where the output is a continuous
value, aligning with the requirements for SoC and SoH
estimation.

This model, with its LSTM-based architecture, is particularly
well-suited for the sequential and time-sensitive nature of
battery data, providing a robust tool for accurate state
estimation in the context of battery health management [43].

The DNN and LSTM models were compiled using the
Adam optimizer, which is renowned for its adaptive learning
rate capabilities, making it highly effective for deep learning
models. The loss function for both models is configured to be
the Mean Squared Error (MSE), represented by the formula:

MSE =
1
n

n∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)2. (4)

where yi is the true value, ŷi is the predicted value, and n is
the number of samples.

Additionally, the models employ the Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) as an auxiliary metric to evaluate performance. MAE
is expressed as:

MAE =
1
n

n∑
i=1

|yi − ŷi|. (5)

In these formulas, |yi − ŷi| denotes the absolute difference
between the predicted and the actual values, providing a
straightforward interpretation of the average error magnitude
across all predictions.

C. EXPLAINABLE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE METHODS
This study employed three main XAI approaches includ-
ing (1) SHAP, (2) LIME, and (3) a Surrogate approach.
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1) SHAP APPROACH
SHAP provides a unified framework for interpreting the
predictions of ML models [44]. In this study, we employed
SHAP to analyze and interpret the complex neural network
models developed for SoC and SoH estimations.

SHAP values were utilized to quantify and visualize the
contribution of individual features to the model’s predictions,
thereby enhancing our understanding of which features
played pivotal roles in predicting the battery’s state. The
process and implications of SHAP as discussed in studies [36]
and [44] are described as follows:

φi =

∑
S⊆F\{i}

|S|!(|F | − |S| − 1)!
|F |!

[fx(S ∪ {i}) − fx(S)]. (6)

where φi represents the SHAP value for feature i, F is the
set of all features, S is a subset of features excluding i,
fx(S∪{i}) and fx(S) are themodel outputs with andwithout the
feature i respectively, and |S| denotes the number of features
in subset S. This formula calculates the average marginal
contribution of feature i across all possible combinations of
features.

Fig. 4 illustrates how the SHAP approach was applied for
the DNN and LSTM for the task of explaining the SoC and
SoH predictions.

SHAP for DNN: The implementation of SHAP for DNN
involved the following steps:
i. A subset of the training data (Xtrain) was selected using

SHAP’s samplingmethod to create a background dataset
for the SHAP explainer.

ii. A SHAPKernel Explainer was created using themodel’s
predict function and the background dataset.

iii. SHAP valueswere computed for a sample of the test data
(Xtest).

iv. These SHAP values were then visualized using SHAP’s
summary plot function to illustrate the feature contribu-
tions.

SHAP for LSTM: The implementation of SHAP for LSTM
involved the following steps:
i. Due to the LSTM layer in themodel, a custom prediction

wrapper function was created. This function reshaped
the input data to a 3D format suitable for LSTM,
performed prediction, and reshaped predictions to a 2D
format for compatibility with SHAP.

ii. A subset of the training data (Xtrain) was selected using
SHAP’s samplingmethod to create a background dataset
for the SHAP explainer. This background was reshaped
to align with the LSTM input requirements.

iii. A SHAP Kernel Explainer was instantiated using the
custom LSTM prediction function and the reshaped
background dataset.

iv. SHAP valueswere computed for a sample of the test data
(Xtest), which was also reshaped to match the LSTM’s
input format.

v. To enhance interpretability, feature names were adjusted
to reflect their respective time steps in the LSTMmodel.

vi. SHAP’s summary plot was employed to visualize and
analyze the contribution of individual features to the
predictions, using the modified feature names.

Furthermore, the mean absolute SHAP values for each
feature are calculated using the formula:

S̄ =
1
n

n∑
i=1

|Si|, (7)

where S̄ represents the Mean Absolute SHAP Values,
Si denotes the SHAP value for the ith feature, and n is the
number of features.

The overall decision impact ratio, representing the average
impact of the features, was then computed as:

Overall Decision Impact Ratio (ODIR) =
1
n

n∑
i=1

S̄i (8)

where S̄i is the mean absolute SHAP value of the ith feature.
In addition, the confidence scores for the model’s predic-

tions are computed as follows:

C = max(pk ), (9)

where C represents the Confidence Scores and pk is the
predicted probability for each class k .
The average confidence score across all predictions was

calculated using:

Average Confidence Score =
1
m

m∑
j=1

Cj, (10)

where Cj is the confidence score for the jth prediction and m
is the total number of predictions.

2) LIME APPROACH
In this study, LIME was utilized to explain individual
predictions made by the models developed for SoC and SoH
estimation [45]. LIME’s capability to providemodel-agnostic
explanations is particularly beneficial for detailed insights
into specific decisions of the model [46]. As discussed by
studies [45] and [46], LIME functions by approximating the
complex model locally with an interpretable one, as follows:
1) Approximation process:

f̂ (x) ≈ g(x) = β0 +

n∑
i=1

βixi, (11)

where f̂ (x) is the prediction of the complex model at
instance x, g(x) is the interpretable model (like a linear
model), β0 is the intercept, βi are the coefficients, and xi
are the feature values of the instance.

2) Feature perturbation and weighting: LIME generates
new samples by perturbing the instance’s features and
weighing these samples based on their proximity to
the original instance. This helps in understanding how
changes in feature values alter the model’s predictions.
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FIGURE 4. An illustration of how SHAP works for SoC and SoH predictions.

FIGURE 5. An illustration of how LIME works for SoC and SoH predictions.

3) Interpretable model training: LIME trains the inter-
pretable model g(x) on these weighted samples to learn
the local behavior of the complex model.

4) Feature importance extraction:

Feature Importance = βi for each feature i (12)

The coefficients βi from the interpretable model provide
insights into the contribution of each feature towards the
prediction for the specific instance.

Fig. 5 illustrates how the LIME approach was applied for the
DNN and LSTM to explain the SoC and SoH predictions.

LIME for DNN: The implementation of LIME for DNN
involved the following steps:

i. A LIME Tabular Explainer for regression was con-
figured using the training dataset Xtrain, including the
feature names and class names indicating a regression
output.

ii. An individual instance from the test set, Xtest, was
selected to demonstrate LIME’s ability to offer localized
explanations.

iii. The prediction function, predict_fn, was defined to
accept a 2D numpy array and return the DNN model’s
predictions.

iv. LIME explanations were generated for the selected
instance using predict_fn, highlighting the influence of
each feature on the model’s prediction for that specific
data point.
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v. The explanation was visualized using a bar plot to
display the impact of each feature, represented by their
respective weights, on the model’s prediction.

LIME for LSTM: The implementation of LIME for LSTM
involved the following steps:
i. A specialized prediction function, lstm_predict_fn, was

defined to reshape the input data into a suitable 3D
format for the LSTM. This function aligns the input data
with the LSTM layer’s requirements and then obtains
predictions from the LSTM model.

ii. Feature names were expanded to reflect the time steps
in the LSTM model, ensuring proper alignment with
the LSTM’s temporal structure. This expansion is
critical for accurate feature representation in the LIME
analysis.

iii. A LIME Tabular Explainer, tailored for regression,
was configured using the reshaped training data. The
explainer incorporated expanded feature names and
specified ‘output’ as an indicator of regression analysis.

iv. An instance from the test dataset, denoted as Xtest,
was selected for the explanation. This instance was
appropriately reshaped to conform to the LSTM’s input
format.

v. The LIME explanation for the reshaped instance was
generated using the lstm_predict_fn. This process pro-
vided insights into the influence of each feature on the
model’s prediction for the selected instance.

vi. The LIME explanation was visualized through a
bar plot, illustrating the relationship between feature
weights and their impact on the model’s prediction.
This visualization played a key role in interpreting the
model’s behavior for the chosen instance.

vii. The LIME explanation was visualized through a
bar plot, illustrating the relationship between feature
weights and their impact on the model’s prediction.
This visualization played a key role in interpreting the
model’s behavior for the chosen instance.

viii. The sum of absolute feature importances, derived from
the LIME explanation, was calculated to quantify the
overall decision impact. This measure reflects the
cumulative impact of features on the model’s decision-
making process.

We calculated the confidence score and decision impact
ratio as follows:

R2conf = LIME Explanation’s R-squared, (13)

Decision Impact Ratio (DIR)

=

n∑
i=1

|wi| , (14)

where R2conf represents the confidence score derived from the
R-squared value of the LIME explanation, and wi denotes the
weight of the ith feature from the LIME explanation. The DIR
is computed as the sum of the absolute values of the feature
weights provided by the LIME explanation.

3) SURROGATE APPROACH
Surrogate models in XAI are simpler, more interpretable
models used to approximate and explain the behavior of more
complex, often opaque ML models [47]. The primary goal
of these models is to gain insights into how the complex
model makes its decisions, which is crucial in applications
where understanding and trust in the model’s predictions
are important. Surrogate models function by learning to
mimic the predictions of the complex model. They utilize the
same input features but are inherently designed to be much
simpler and more interpretable. Common surrogate model
types include linear regression models or decision trees. The
functioning of a surrogate model can be represented by the
following equation [47]:

ysur = fsur(x1, x2, . . . , xn) (15)

where ysur represents the output of the surrogate model,
fsur is the interpretable function (e.g., linear regression), and
x1, x2, . . . , xn are the input features. For a linear regression
surrogate model, this equation can be detailed as:

ysur = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + . . . + βnxn (16)

Here, β0, β1, . . . , βn represent the coefficients (weights)
learned by the surrogate model, indicating the contribution
of each feature towards the prediction. Once trained, the
surrogate model’s predictions and internal structures, such
as feature weights βi or decision paths in a decision tree,
can be analyzed to infer the operation of the complex model.
Fig. 6 illustrates how the surrogate approach was applied to
the DNN and LSTM for the task of explaining the SoC and
SoH predictions.

Surrogate for DNN and LSTM: The implementation of
the surrogate approach for DNN and LSTM models involved
the following steps:
i. Predictions were made on the training set, Xtrain, and test

set, Xtest, using the models.
ii. A linear regression model is chosen as the surrogate

model due to its simplicity and interpretability.
iii. The surrogate model is trained using the input features

from the training set and the predictions from themodels
as the target.

iv. After training, the surrogate model is interpreted by
examining the coefficients, which indicate the impor-
tance of each feature in the prediction.

v. The surrogatemodel is evaluated usingmetrics likeMSE
and R2 on the test set.

vi. The coefficients from the surrogate model are visualized
in a bar plot, providing a clear representation of each
feature’s contribution to the model’s predictions.

The surrogate model is evaluated using metrics like MSE and
R2 on the test set. R2 is particularly important as it represents
the proportion of variance in the model’s predictions that is
explained by the surrogate model, serving as a confidence
score. The mean residual can be calculated to measure the
average difference between the models’ predictions and the
surrogate model’s predictions. The DIR can be quantified as
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FIGURE 6. An illustration of how the Surrogate approach works for SoC and SoH predictions.

the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients, indicating
the overall impact of the features.

MSE: MSE measures the average of the squares of
the errors or deviations; that is, the difference between
the original model’s predictions and the surrogate model’s
predictions. It is calculated as follows:

MSE =
1
n

n∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)2 (17)

where yi represents the actual predictions from the original
model, ŷi represents the predictions from the surrogatemodel,
and n is the number of observations in the test set.
R2: The R2 statistic represents the proportion of the vari-

ance in the dependent variable that is predictable from the
independent variables. It serves as a measure of how well the
surrogatemodel predictions approximate the original model’s
predictions, acting as a confidence score.

R2 = 1 −

∑n
i=1(yi − ŷi)2∑n
i=1(yi − ȳ)2

(18)

Here, ȳ is the mean of the actual predictions from the original
model.

Mean Residual: The mean residual quantifies the average
difference between the predictions of the original model and
the surrogate model.

Mean Residual =
1
n

n∑
i=1

|yi − ŷi| (19)

DIR: DIR can be quantified as the sum of the absolute
values of the coefficients in the surrogate model, indicating

TABLE 2. Experimental settings for DNN and LSTM models.

the overall impact of the features.

DIR =

m∑
i=1

|βi| (20)

where βi are the coefficients of the surrogate model and m is
the number of features.

These evaluations provide a comprehensive understanding
of how well the surrogate model captures the behavior of the
original model, thereby assessing its effectiveness as a tool
for interpretability in complex AI systems.

D. IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEW
For our experiments, we leveraged the high-performance
GPU cores provided by Google Colab. Specifically, we uti-
lized the NVIDIA Tesla K80/T4 GPUs, which significantly
accelerated the computational process. These GPUs offer
a substantial increase in speed over traditional CPU cores,
making them ideal for the computationally intensive tasks
involved in training neural networks. Table 2 highlights the
experimental settings used during implementation.
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FIGURE 7. Feature correlation for SoC and SoH.

IV. EVALUATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. RESULTS FOR FEATURE SELECTION
The correlation analysis focusing on the estimated SoC and
SoH revealed several significant relationships. The feature
correlation matrix, as illustrated in Fig. 7, indicates the
following key associations:
i. The estimated SoC exhibits a perfectly positive correla-

tion with Voltage_measured (correlation coefficient =

1.00), suggesting that the voltage measurement is a
reliable indicator of SoC.

ii. There is a high positive correlation between the
estimated SoC and Voltage_charged (correlation coef-
ficient = 0.99), implying that as the voltage charge
increases, the SoC also increases.

iii. A notably high negative correlation exists between the
estimated SoC and Temperature_measured (correlation
coefficient = −0.71), implying that as the temperature
increases, the estimated SoC tends to decrease.

iv. The estimated SoH shows a strong positive correlation
with Capacity (correlation coefficient = 1.00), which
is intuitive as the battery’s health is directly tied to its
ability to hold a charge.

v. Conversely, there is a strong negative correlation
between estimated SoH and Capacity_Fade (correlation
coefficient = −0.94), highlighting capacity fade as a
critical factor in the degradation of battery health.

As a result, the following features were selected for SoC esti-
mation: voltage measured, voltage charge, and temperature
measured. The features selected for SoH included: capacity,
discharge time, time, average discharge current, resistance
increase, and capacity fade.

B. RESULTS FOR SOC ESTIMATION
The results for SoC estimation will be discussed in line with
the following: (1) Model results; (2) SHAP XAI results;
(3) LIME XAI results; and (4) Surrogate XAI results.

1) SOC ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR DNN DT
i. Model Results: The prediction results of the DNN-based

DT for SoC estimation are illustrated in Fig. 8a. Both
the actual and predicted SoC values exhibit similar
trends across the cycles. This suggests that the DNN DT
model can capture the overall pattern of SoC changes
throughout the battery’s life cycle. There are noticeable
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FIGURE 8. Visualizations of SoC Predictions and Residuals using DNN DT.

fluctuations in SoC values across the cycles, which
are common in battery data due to various factors
like charging and discharging rates, temperature, and
aging effects. The DNN DT model appears to closely
follow the actual SoC data points, with the red crosses
frequently overlapping with the blue dots. This indicates
a high level of accuracy in the model’s predictions. The
MSE and MAE results of 0.047774 and 0.201637 were
obtained. Residuals are the differences between the
actual SoC values and the predicted SoC values by
the model. A residual of zero indicates a perfect
prediction, while positive or negative residuals indi-
cate overestimations and underestimations, respectively.
Fig. 8b compares the residuals with the predictions
by the DNN DT model. The residuals appear to be
fairly evenly distributed around the zero line, which
suggests that there isn’t a systematic error in the
predictions. There is no clear pattern or trend in the
residuals as the predicted SoC increases, implying that
the model’s errors are not dependent on the magnitude
of the predicted value, which is a good sign of model
reliability. Fig. 8c is a histogram of the distribution of
residuals for the SoC predictions. The distribution of

residuals is centered around zero, which indicates that
themodel does not have a consistent bias toward over- or
under-predicting. The shape of the histogram resembles
a normal distribution, suggesting that the errors are
randomly distributed, which is a characteristic of a well-
fitted model.

ii. SHAP XAI results: The SHAP summary plot in Fig. 9a,
shows the average impact of three features on the output
of the DNN model for SoC prediction. The length
of the bars represents the mean absolute SHAP value
for each feature, which quantifies the average impact
of the features on the model’s output magnitude. The
Voltage_measured feature has the highest mean absolute
SHAP value, indicating it has the most significant
impact on the DNN model’s SoC predictions. The
average impact is above 3.0, suggesting that changes
in the measured voltage are strongly associated with
changes in the SoC. The second most influential feature
is the Voltage_charge, with a mean absolute SHAP
value of around 3.0. This suggests that the voltage
during charging is also an important predictor of
SoC, albeit less so than the measured voltage. The
Temperature_measured during operation has the least
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FIGURE 9. Interpretability plots for SoC prediction on DNN DT.

impact among the three features, but it still contributes
noticeably to the model’s predictions, with a mean
absolute SHAP value of just under 1.0. This indicates
that temperature plays a role in the SoC prediction,
but its influence is smaller than the voltages. These
SHAP values help us understand which features the
DNNmodel relies on most when estimating the SoC and
how much each feature drives the prediction. This kind
of interpretability is crucial for validating the model’s
behavior and ensuring that it makes decisions based
on sensible and understandable factors, especially in
critical applications like BMSs.

iii. LIME XAI results: The LIME result displayed in
Fig. 9b shows the feature weights for three features:
Voltage_charge, Voltage_measured, and Tempera-
ture_measured. These weights represent the contri-
bution of each feature to a specific prediction made
by the model. The feature Voltage_measured has the
most significant impact, with a negative weight of
approximately -17.5, indicating a strong influence
on the model’s prediction for the particular instance
being explained. The condition Voltage_measured ≤

3.01 highlights the specific threshold below which this
feature notably affects the model’s output.

In contrast, Temperature_measuredweights -20, making
it the feature with the highest weight, contradicting the
initial statement. This suggests that temperatures below
36.66◦C are crucial in influencing the model’s decision.
The feature Voltage_charge exhibits a slightly positive
influence with its weight close to 2.5, contained within
the range 2.09 < Voltage_charge ≤ 2.26. This indicates
that values within this specific range moderately impact
the model’s output.
Overall, the weights indicate that both Tempera-
ture_measured and Voltage_measured significantly
drive the prediction, albeit in a negative direction, while
Voltage_charge has a lesser, yet positive impact. This
analysis helps in understanding how different conditions
of these features affect the model’s predictions.

iv. Surrogate XAI results: Fig. 9c illustrates the fea-
ture importance derived from the surrogate linear
regression model used to approximate the DNN-DT
model for the SoC prediction. The surrogate model
coefficients indicate the strength and direction of the
relationship between each feature and the predicted
SoC. The Voltage_measured feature has the highest
positive coefficient value, suggesting that it strongly
influences the SoC prediction. The larger the value
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of Voltage_measured, the higher the SoC is predicted
to be by the surrogate model. The coefficient value
for Voltage_charge is positive but less than that of
Voltage_measured, indicating that it also contributes
positively to the SoC prediction. Still, its impact is
smaller compared to Voltage_measured.

2) SOC ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR LSTM DT
i. Model results: The prediction results of the LSTM-based

DT for SoC estimation are illustrated in Fig. 10a. The
LSTM-DT model predictions (indicated by red crosses)
track closely with the actual SoC values (shown by
blue dots). This close following suggests that the LSTM
model is effectively capturing the temporal dynamics
of the SoC over the cycles. There is a high degree of
overlap between the predicted and actual SoC values,
indicating a strong predictive accuracy of the LSTM-DT
model. However, there are instances where the model
overestimates or underestimates the SoC, as seen by the
red crosses deviating from the blue dots. The SoC values
show variability across cycles, which the LSTM-DT
seems to capture well. This variability is typical in
battery datasets and reflects the real-world conditions
of battery usage.
Figs. 10b and 10c represent the residuals and residuals
distribution. The plot in Fig. 10b indicates that the
majority of residuals are close to zero, suggesting
good model accuracy, with no obvious patterns of
errors as the predicted SoC changes. The distribution
of the residuals is centered around zero and appears
normally distributed, indicating that the model’s errors
are symmetrically distributed around the true values and
there’s no systematic bias in the predictions. The model
is generally accurate, with most errors being small, but
there are some cases of larger errors, as shown by the
tails of the distribution.

ii. SHAP XAI results: The SHAP summary plot for the
LSTMDT-model in Fig. 11a displays the mean absolute
SHAP values for three features at the first timestep of
a sequence used for prediction. The Voltage_measured
feature has the highest mean absolute SHAP value,
indicating it has the most significant impact on the
LSTM model’s SoC predictions at the first timestep.
The second feature, Voltage_charge at the first timestep,
also positively influences the SoC prediction, but its
impact is less than that of Voltage_measured. The
Temperature_measured at the first timestep has the
smallest mean absolute SHAP value among the three,
suggesting it has the least impact on the SoC prediction
at this particular timestep.

iii. LIME XAI results: The LIME XAI result in Fig. 11b
for the LSTM-DT model displays feature weights for
three specific features at the first timestep of the input
sequence. The Voltage_measured feature has the largest
positive weight, indicating it has the strongest positive

influence on the model’s prediction at the first timestep.
The value range provided (3.24 to 3.32) suggests that
within this interval, the feature contributes significantly
to the increase in the predicted SoC. The feature
Voltage_charge at the first timestep has a moderately
positive weight. Its contribution is positive but not as
strong as Voltage_measured. The value range (2.28 to
2.36) indicates the interval where this feature’s impact is
most notable. Interestingly, the Temperature_measured
at the first timestep shows a negative weight, which is
quite substantial compared to the other features. This
indicates that within the specified range (36.67 to 37.48),
higher temperatures are associated with a decrease in the
predicted SoC.

iv. Surrogate XAI results: The surrogate XAI result for
the LSTM-DT model is illustrated in Fig. 11c. This
result also shows the feature importance derived from
the surrogate linear regression model. Similar to the
DNN-DT model, the Voltage_measured feature has the
highest positive coefficient value, suggesting that it
strongly influences the SoC prediction. The feature Volt-
age_charge at the first timestep has a moderate positive
coefficient value, indicating its positive but lesser impact
on SoC predictions compared to Voltage_measured. Its
importance suggests it is a relevant but not dominant
factor in the LSTM DT model’s decision-making pro-
cess at this timestep. The Temperature_measured at the
first timestep shows a negative coefficient value, which
is substantially lower in magnitude compared to the
other two. This implies that an increase in temperature
is associated with a decrease in the predicted SoC,
suggesting an inverse relationship.

C. RESULTS FOR SOH ESTIMATION
The results for SoH estimation will be discussed in line with
the following: (1) Model Results; (2) SHAP XAI results;
(3) LIME XAI results; and (4) Surrogate XAI results.

1) SOH ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR DNN DT
i. Model results: The prediction results of the DNN-based

DT for SoH estimation are presented in Fig. 12a.
The predicted SoH values closely follow the trend of
the actual SoH values, suggesting that the DNN-DT
model effectively captures the degradation pattern of
the battery over time. The actual and predicted SoH
show a downward trend, indicating the gradual decline
in battery health with each cycle, a typical behavior
due to battery aging. There are noticeable peaks and
troughs in the SoH values, which the DNN-DT model
appears to replicate with reasonable accuracy. These
could correspond to battery recovery phenomena or
measurement errors in the actual data.
The plots in Figs. 12b and 12c show the residuals of
SoH estimation using a DNN-DT model. In Fig. 12b,
most residuals cluster around zero, indicating generally
accurate predictions. There is no clear pattern that
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FIGURE 10. Visualizations of SoC Predictions and Residuals using LSTM DT.

suggests systematic bias in the model, as the residuals
are scattered above and below the zero line without any
discernible trend. The histogram in Fig. 12c shows that
the residuals are approximately normally distributed,
centered around zero, which is indicative of a model
making predictions with no consistent overestimation or
underestimation. The spread of the residuals suggests
that while many predictions are close to the actual
values, there are still a fair number of predictions
with larger errors, as evidenced by the distribution’s
tails.

ii. SHAP XAI results: The SHAP plot in Fig. 13a
presents the mean absolute SHAP values for various
features used in the DNN-DT for SoH prediction. These
values represent the average impact of each feature
on the model’s output magnitude for SoH predictions.
The Discharge_Time feature has the most substantial
average impact on the model’s output. This suggests
that the time taken to discharge the battery is the most
influential factor in predicting its health. The number
of cycles (id_cycle) has the second-highest impact on
SoH predictions, indicating that the wear and tear
associated with the battery cycle count is a significant

predictor of battery health. The Time feature also
shows a considerable impact on the model’s predictions,
likely reflecting the total operating time of the battery.
Capacity_Fade and Resistance_Increase: Both features,
related to the battery’s degradation over time, show a
meaningful impact on SoH predictions, which aligns
with expectations that battery health declines as capacity
fades and internal resistance increases. The Capacity
feature, which directly relates to the battery’s ability
to hold a charge, also has a noticeable impact on
the SoH prediction, though not as pronounced as Dis-
charge_Time. The Average_Discharge_Current feature
has the least impact among those listed, suggesting that
the average current during discharge, while relevant,
is not as strong a predictor as the other features in the
context of SoH estimation.

iii. LIME XAI results: The LIME result in Fig. 13b
presents the feature weights, indicating how each one
influences the prediction for a specific instance in the
model. The featureDischarge_Timewith a value greater
than 3126.80 has the most substantial positive weight,
significantly increasing the predicted SoH. Similarly,
Timewith values above 2803.52 and id_cycle values less
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FIGURE 11. Interpretability plots for SoC prediction on LSTM DT.

than or equal to 65 have considerable positive impacts on
SoH predictions.
In contrast, the Capacity with a value greater than
1.65 has a positive, though less pronounced, impact
on the predicted SoH. The features Capacity_Fade
and Resistance_Increase, which are within specific
ranges, show moderate negative influences on the SoH,
with weights suggesting a decrease in SoH as these
parameters increase within their respective ranges. The
Average_Discharge_Current, especially when falling
within a negative range, contributes negatively.

iv. Surrogate XAI results: The plot in Fig. 13c presents
feature importances from the surrogate linear regression
model approximating the DNN-DT for SoH prediction.
The coefficients represent the strength and direction
of each feature’s relationship with the SoH. Contrary
to the SHAP and LIME assessments, the feature
Average_Discharge_Current has a substantial negative
coefficient, indicating that increases in this variable are
associated with lower SoH predictions by the surrogate
model. Similarly, id_cycle also exhibits a negative
coefficient, further suggesting that higher values in this
feature are linked with decreased SoH predictions.
Conversely, the Resistance_Increase and Capac-
ity_Fade features, which were previously understood
to have negative impacts, are indeed confirmed as
such with their negative coefficients, reinforcing their
association with lower SoH predictions. Unexpectedly,
the features Capacity, Discharge_Time, and Time,

previously noted to have positive impacts, are negatively
correlated with SoH predictions, as evidenced by their
negative coefficients.

2) SOH ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR LSTM DT
i. Model Results: The prediction results of the LSTM-

based DT for SoH estimation are presented in Fig. 14a.
This plot depicts the actual versus predicted SoH
values over various battery cycles. The solid blue line
represents the actual SoH values of Battery B0005,
while the red crosses indicate the SoH as predicted by
the LSTM-DT model. The close overlap between the
two indicates that the LSTM-DT model can capture the
SoH trend across cycles effectively, although there are
occasional discrepancies where the model’s predictions
deviate from the actual values.
The plots in Figs. 14b and 14c show the residuals of
SoH estimation using the LSTM-DT model. Ideally,
the residuals should be randomly distributed around
zero (indicated by the red line), which would suggest
that the model’s errors are random in Fig. 14b. While
many residuals cluster around zero, indicating accurate
predictions, there’s a spread across the spectrum of
SoH values, which suggests some systematic errors in
the predictions. Fig. 14c shows the distribution of the
residuals. A normal distribution of residuals, centered
around zero, would suggest a well-fitting model. Here,
we see a bell-shaped distribution with a center around
zero, which is a good sign. However, there is a tail
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FIGURE 12. Visualizations of SoH Predictions and Residuals using DNN DT.

on both sides of the distribution, which points to some
predictions with significant errors.

ii. SHAP XAI results: The SHAP plot in Fig. 15a reveals
the importance of various features at a given timestep
in the LSTMmodel’s prediction of the SoH. It illustrates
the mean absolute SHAP values, which are indicative
of the average impact of each feature on the model’s
output. TheDischarge_Time feature exhibits the highest
mean absolute SHAP value, signifying its paramount
importance in the SoH estimation at the initial timestep.
Time and id_cycle also contribute significantly to the
model’s output, reflecting the battery’s operational dura-
tion and usage frequency’s relevance. Features related to
battery degradation, such as Capacity_Fade and Resis-
tance_Increase, are crucial in the model’s prediction,
indicating the model’s sensitivity to changes in bat-
tery health over time. The Average_Discharge_Current
holds the least impact on the SoH estimation, although
it is still a factor considered by the model. These
SHAP values facilitate amore transparent understanding
of the predictive model, highlighting the influence of
individual features on the estimated SoH.

iii. LIME XAI results: The LIME result in Fig. 15b
offers insight into the LSTM model’s predictions at

Timestep 1. This analysis reveals significant implica-
tions of each feature’s weight on the SoH prediction.
Notably, the Discharge_Time_Timestep1 with a value
greater than 3126.80 shows a large positive weight,
indicating a strong positive relationship with SoH
predictions, contrary to previously suggested inverse
relationships.
The Time_Timestep1 feature, when greater than
2803.52, also demonstrates a positive impact, although
less significant than Discharge_Time, suggesting that
longer operational times slightly enhance SoH predic-
tions. Surprisingly, id_cycle_Timestep1 with values less
than or equal to 65, exhibits a minor positive effect,
revising earlier interpretations of a negative correlation.
Moreover, Capacity_Timestep1 exceeding 1.65 and
Resistance_Increase_Timestep1 within the range of
0.12 to 0.20 display moderate negative impacts
on SoH. These weights imply that increases in
these values could deteriorate SoH. The Capac-
ity_Fade_Timestep1 between 0.25 and 0.41, and partic-
ularly Average_Discharge_Current_Timestep1 within
the range −2.00 to −2.00, present the most substantial
negative weights, significantly driving down SoH
predictions.
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FIGURE 13. Interpretability plots for SoH prediction on DNN DT.

iv. Surrogate XAI results: The plot in Fig. 13c presents
feature importances from the surrogate linear regression
model approximating the LSTM-DT model behavior
at Timestep 1. The Discharge_Time_Timestep1 with
values greater than 3126.80 shows a significant positive
coefficient, indicating a strong and direct influence on
SoH predictions. Similarly, Time_Timestep1with values
above 2803.52 also displays a moderately positive
coefficient, suggesting a beneficial impact on SoH.
Conversely, id_cycle_Timestep1 with values less than
or equal to 65 has a slight negative influence, con-
trary to the earlier interpretation of a positive effect.
The features Capacity_Timestep1, with values greater
than 1.65, and Resistance_Increase_Timestep1, within
a specific range, both exhibit negative coefficients,
which underscores their detrimental effect on SoH.
Capacity_Fade_Timestep1, between specific values,
also shows a negative relationship with SoH, confirming
its adverse impact.
Notably, the Average_Discharge_Current_Timestep1,
particularly when falling within a specific negative
range, has a significant negative coefficient, highlighting
that higher discharge currents substantially decrease
SoH predictions.

3) SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results of all experiments were summarized in Table 3.
The comparative analysis of the DT models and XAI

TABLE 3. Model evaluation for the state of health and the state of charge.

approaches indicates that for the SoH estimation, the DNN
model outperforms the LSTM in terms of both MSE and
MAE. Additionally, the SHAP DI and SHAP Confidence
(Conf) scores are higher for the DNN, suggesting more
reliable and interpretable predictions. Conversely, for the
SoC estimation, the LSTM model demonstrates superior
performance with a lower MSE and a higher surrogate R2,
indicating a more accurate and consistent model.

The XAI approaches reveal that SHAP provides a higher
DIR compared to LIME for both SoH and SoC estimations.
However, LIME offers better local explanations, as indicated
by the confidence scores. The surrogate model results suggest
that the LSTMmodel may bemore interpretable due to higher
R2 and lower mean residuals.

Based on these findings, it is recommended to use the
DNN model for SoH estimation and the LSTM model
for SoC estimation. For explainability, SHAP is suggested
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FIGURE 14. Visualizations of SoH Predictions and Residuals using LSTM DT.

FIGURE 15. Interpretability plots for SoH prediction on LSTM DT.

for global understanding, while LIME is recommended
for local explanations. The surrogate model can provide

additional interpretability, especially for understanding the
feature importance in the context of LSTM predictions.
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V. CONCLUSION
This study highlights the importance of employing XAI in
selecting appropriate models for deployment in DT-based
BMS systems. In this study, SoC and SoH estimation were
conducted using two DT-based models: DNNs and LSTMs.
Three XAI approaches were employed to enhance the
trustworthiness and explainability of these models. While
the SHAP XAI approach focuses on global explanations,
the LIME approach focuses on local explanations of the
model predictions. We also employ a surrogate model, which
can provide additional interpretability. The experiments and
results demonstrate that applying XAI techniques signif-
icantly enhanced the interpretability of the LSTM model
compared to the DNN model. The LSTM’s ability to handle
temporal sequences effectively makes it particularly suitable
for the dynamic and complex datasets typically encountered
in BMS applications, as evidenced by previous studies and
the results in this study. While this study focused on the
effectiveness of DNNs and LSTMs, we acknowledge the
potential of other predictive models such as Gated Recurrent
Units (GRUs), Elman RNNs, and Support Vector Regression
(SVR). Thesemodels also hold promise for BMS applications
and could be explored in future research to determine their
comparative effectiveness and suitability. Incorporating such
diverse models could broaden the understanding of model
behavior under different BMS scenarios and enhance the
robustness of the findings.

ABBREVIATIONS AND THEIR MEANINGS
AI Artificial Intelligence
BMS Battery Management Systems
CNN Convolutional Neural Network
DIR Decision Impact Ratio
DL Deep Learning
DNN Deep Neural Networks
DT Digital Twins
FNN Feedforward Neural Network
GPR Gaussian Process Regression
GPU Graphics Processing Unit
IoT Internet of Things
LIME Local Interpretable Model-agnostic

Explanations
LR Linear Regression
LSTM Long-Short-Term Memory
MAE Mean Absolute Error
ML machine learning
MSE Mean Squared Error
RBF Radial Basis Function
RF Random Forest
RNN Recurrent Neural Networks
ReLu Rectified Linear Unit
R2 R-Squared
SoH State of Health
SoC State of Charge
SHAP SHapley Additive exPlanations
SVR Support Vector Regression
SVM Spport Vector Machine

Conf Confidence Score
XAI Explainable Artificial Intelligence
XGBoost Extreme Gradient Boost
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